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Roadmap

I go through the paper from beginning to end and make some comments



An interesting observation

– Large increase in the French T-Bills issuance during the Covid-19 pandemics

– Perhaps not best motivating fact as the paper is not about that.
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Common wisdom regarding optimal sovereign debt maturity
management

– Use long debt because of tax smoothing

– Short debt exposes the government to rollover risk.

– Short debt may optimally exists if, among other things, it provides safety and
liquidity.



Some interesting facts regarding French sovereign debt



Some interesting facts regarding French sovereign debt

– Fact 1 – French bills markets are less liquid than bonds ones



Some interesting facts regarding French sovereign debt

– Fact 2 – French bills markets are deeper than bonds ones (price impact of an
action is smaller)

– As of today, documenting this fact is the contribution of the paper.



Some interesting facts regarding French sovereign debt

– Fact 3 – Marginal investors on French bills markets are not Eurozone banks.
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4.4 Drivers of safe asset demand

How can we reconcile the fact that the price of French short-term debt is less elastic to

issuances with the fact that long-term debt is more liquid than short-term debt? Such a

situation can arise when investors want to to store cash for several months, without any

intention to re-sell the asset before maturity. As a consequence, one observes high demand

for safe assets in the data while market liquidity is impaired.

We therefore go one step further by looking at who holds French sovereign debt to

investigate the drivers of safe asset demand and whether such demand not only drives

down yields in general, which is to be expected, but whether it also impacts the elasticity

of yields to issuance. Using Securities Holding Statistics (SHS) we find that non-residents

are major investors in this market (see also Koijen, Koulischer, Nguyen, and Yogo, 2021;

Fang, Hardy, and Lewis, 2023). Contrary to euro area banks, these investors do not

have access to the ECB’s deposit facility, which can be a more attractive alternative to

French sovereign debt. As of end-2019, non-residents made up 54% of all holders of French

sovereign debt. Figure 8 shows the mean share of resident holdings on the ISIN level:

short-term BTF are more likely to be held by non-residents than long-term OAT. This

observation, in combination with the fact that short-term bills very often trade below the

ECB’s deposit facility rate (see figure 4, motivates the empirical exercise in this section. In

particular, we test whether non-residents’ demand for safe assets puts downward pressure

on the elasticity of yields to issuance.

Figure 8: Share of non-resident holdings
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Notes: The figure represents the amount of French Government bonds (OAT) and T-bills (BTF) held by
non-residents as a share of the total amount of such securities outstanding. Source: Eurosystem’s Securities
Holding Statistics.

Our IV procedure allows us to identify movements on the supply-side. Any di↵erential

reaction as picked up by our coe�cient estimates can be traced back to heterogeneity in
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What is going on?

– Market for French bills is less liquid than bonds, but demand elasticity is lower
than for bonds.

– Marginal investor in non Eurozone.

– It seems that this marginal investor is looking for safety, not liquidity.



Core of the paper

– Documenting the price impact of auctions

– First an event study



Core of the paper

– This is reminiscent of Beetsma et alii [2014] “auction cycle”
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Core of the paper

– Is the dynamics around the auction important here?
– I don’t think so. Overall effect is enough.

However, these estimates cannot be interpreted as representing a causal relationship from

debt supply to yields which is why we move to instrumental variables techniques in the

next section.

Table 2: OLS (amounts in levels)

(1) (2) (3)
All ISIN On-the-run O↵-the-run

Issuedt ⇥ BTF 0.109 �0.082 1.001**
[ 0.155] [ 0.355] [ 0.049]

Issuedt ⇥ OAT 0.225*** 0.146** 0.488***
[ 0.000] [ 0.027] [ 0.000]

Observations 162800 12346 150454
R2 0.47 0.70 0.46
Adjusted R2 0.46 0.61 0.45

ISIN FE yes yes yes
Time FE yes yes yes

Notes: In brackets: p-values.

4.3 Instrumental variables

We are interested in estimating the elasticity of the price of debt with respect to its

supply. Given the movements in supply, di↵erences of the estimated coe�cient � across

di↵erent specifications can be interpreted as demand factors – supposing that movements

in supply can indeed be characterized as exogenous. Common wisdom would suggest that

governments take advantage of periods of low interest rates to issue more debt. However,

the annual government budget and the range of new debt issuance is decided upon by

parliament, the AFT’s mission is simply to reduce the cost of those budgetary decision,

but it cannot decide on the overall annual amount. While one way to do so would be

to exploit periods of high demand for government debt by issuing the bulk of new debt

when market participants are in high need, such a strategy bears several risks. Rather,

the AFT’s strategy is to ensure a very liquid market for French government securities by

providing government debt abundantly, regularly and in a predictable manner, therefore

attracting a reliable investor base.

These considerations notwithstanding, the consultation of the AFT with primary dealers

prior to auctions serves the purpose of informing the AFT about the specific demand from

the market, in terms of maturities or specific ISINs, and it is for this reason that we have

to resort to instrumental variables to estimate the causal e↵ect of debt issuance on yields.

For this, we exploit several IVs that are arguably very exogenous. First, we rely on fiscal

announcements with respect to the French financing plan for the fiscal year in question. In

December, this plan is announced for the coming fiscal year, but revisions to the annual
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Core of the paper
Endogeneity

Interest rate = α+ β × Supply of sovereign debt + ε

– Julia et alii use instruments. Instruments should be

× Exogenous : not correlated with demand shifters of sovereign debt
× Relevant: must move the supply for sovereign debt

– Choice:

× Revisions to the annual budget
× Financial needs to reimburse past debt that reaches maturity (redemption)



Core of the paper
Endogeneity

– Stronger results

Table 3: IV first stage (amounts in levels)

(1) (2) (3)
All ISIN On-the-run O↵-the-run

Announced amount 1.455*** 12.928*** 0.298***
[ 0.000] [ 0.000] [ 0.000]

Incoming redemption 2.070*** 19.770*** 1.310***
[ 0.000] [ 0.000] [ 0.000]

Observations 164852 14262 150590
R2 0.08 0.68 0.05
Adjusted R2 0.06 0.61 0.03
F-statistic 356.55 509.20 83.08

ISIN FE yes yes yes
Time FE yes yes yes

Notes: In brackets: p-values.

The results of the second stage are displayed in table 4. The coe�cient is systematically

higher for OAT than for BTF, implying that the elasticity for short-term bills is lower than

for long-term bonds. An additional issuance of one billion EUR leads to a 1.1bp increase

in the yield of OATs, but only a 0.6bp increase of the yield of BTFs. The di↵erence is

more pronounced for o↵-the-run securities with a respective reaction of 3.1bp and 1.8bp.

Note that all regressions control for the OIS rate for each maturity bucket, thus taking

into account the term structure of interest rates.

The results in table 4 allow us to a�rm the results regarding the deep demand for T-bills

and to correct for the downward bias on our coe�cient from the OLS estimates. As

expected, our IV regressions deliver much larger estimates for the impact of issuance on

yields, as compared to OLS regressions, with coe�cients multiplied by a factor of 6.

Table 4: IV second stage (amounts in levels)

(1) (2) (3)
All ISIN On-the-run O↵-the-run

Issuedt ⇥ BTF 0.568*** 0.033 1.806**
[ 0.009] [ 0.711] [ 0.046]

Issuedt ⇥ OAT 1.114*** 0.188* 3.127**
[ 0.001] [ 0.057] [ 0.034]

Observations 162800 12346 150454
R2 0.47 0.70 0.46
Adjusted R2 0.46 0.61 0.45

ISIN FE yes yes yes
Time FE yes yes yes

Notes: In brackets: p-values.
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Core of the paper
Endogeneity

– I was quite convinced that endogeneity was not an issue

– Agence France Trésor is aiming at predicitability.

– But then why IV estimates so much stronger?



Beyond documenting the differential price effect

– Why is the bills market less liquid?

– Any impact of auctions on bid-ask spread (transaction data needed)

– Micro structure is important (primary dealers inventory management explain the
price cycle according to Beetsma et alii [2014])



Beyond documenting the differential price effect
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Beyond documenting the differential price effect

– I would suggest to dig into micro structure of bills and bonds markets

– Perhaps also focus (once price effect is documented) on the pandemics period.




